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REFERENCE Villa del Sol · 41525

VILLAGE/CITY Begur

PRICE 990.000 €
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REF. Villa del Sol · 41525 VILLAGE/CITY Begur

DESCRIPTION

New development a few meters from the center of Begur

The development 'Villas del Sol' consists of eight elegant modern
detached  houses.    Each  house  is  an  ideal  place  to  enjoy
spectacular panoramic views of the sea and the village of Begur
from every room. The location of the development is perfect for
couples  or  families  who would  enjoy  living  in  the  picturesque
village  of  Begur  after  spending  a  relaxing  day  in  one  of  the
beautiful  nearby  coves.  The  center  of  Begur,  filled  with  colorful
stores,  excellent  restaurants  and  nice  tapas  bars  is  only  a  5
minute walk away, while the sunny coves around Begur such as
Aiguablava, Sa Tuna or Sa Riera are at a distance of approx. 3-5
km. The newly built villas have three levels plus a roof terrace,
and have a constructed area of 373m2 including a garage, private
garden of 148m2 plus a private 21m2 heated pool. Its sea facing
facades of 10m linear with its large windows are ideal to enjoy the
incredible views of the sea, the Medes Islands and the castle of
Begur and has abundant natural light in the day and night areas.
The houses have 4 or 5 double bedrooms, one of which has an en
suite bathroom. With the exception of one, all the bedrooms have
views.

Name Villa del Sol

Zone Centro

Village/city Begur

Type Semi-detached house

M2 built 372 m2

M2 plot 0 m2

Views Seaview

Bedrooms 4

Bathrooms with bathtub 1

Bathrooms with shower 2

Bathrooms 1

Parking Yes

Garage Yes

Swimming pool Private

Garden Yes

Heating Electrical

Heating model

Alarm No
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